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It was in Ernaâ€™s analysis, which Klein started a few months after the end of Ritaâ€™s treatment in
January 1924, that she was able to examine in more detail the struggle between sadistic phantasies, anxiety,
guilt and reparation.
Melanie Kleinâ€™s Discovery of Reparation By Claudia Frank
Abstract. Erna was one of the child patients treated by Melanie Klein in Berlin, employing her recently
discovered play technique. Since Erna died in Chile, the authors considered the IPA Congress in Santiago an
opportunity to present a paper as a homage both to Erna and, especially, to Klein.
Erna and Melanie Klein - Tabak de Bianchedi - 2003 - The
Child analysis and its impact on Kleinâ€™s theories Using this technique of child analysis was of enormous
importance in the development of Melanie Klein's theories, and especially on her emphasis of the importance
of infantile experience in disturbance of later life.
Child analysis - melanie klein trust
Using the example of the analysis of 6-year-old Erna, which extended over more than two years and was the
longest treatment conducted by Melanie Klein in her Berlin years, the authors demonstrate ...
Erna and Melanie Klein - researchgate.net
Erna and Melanie Klein Since Erna died in Chile, the authors considered the IPA Congress in Santiago an
opportunity to present a paper as a homage both to Erna and, especially, to Klein. She learned much from
that very disturbed child, which she later used to sustain the ongoing development of her theories.
Erna and Melanie Klein, The International Journal of
Ringkasan helminth (erna.17065).pdf - Free download as PDF File (.pdf) or read online for free.
Ringkasan helminth (erna.17065).pdf - scribd.com
Nuclear Instruments and Methods 200 (1982) 475-479 475 North-Holland Publishing Company THE
TABLE-TOP SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCE "KLEIN ERNA" Uwe TRINKS and Fritz NOLDEN
Ph)'sd~'-Department E 12, Technische Universiti~t Mi*nchen.
The table-top synchrotron radiation source â€œKlein Erna
Little Erna (German: Klein Erna) is the butt of Little Erna jokes popular in Hamburg. This fictional character
derives from a real person, Erna Nissen. Typical jokes, usually narrated in heavy Missingsch dialect, tell of
ineptness, bad luck, naivety, and low culture.
Little Erna - Wikipedia
Object Relations Theory (Melanie Klein) Summary: A model of human psyche, transitioning from a
paranoid-schizoid to a depressive position, while emphasizing the critical role of parental care during infancy.
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